MetaCLADE runs on High Performance Computing. Parallel computation is exploited in MetaCLADE first main step and in the first two sub-steps of the second main step. For each MG/MT sample, MetaCLADE run time is reported in Supplemental Table S7 . For example, for the largest dataset analysed in this publication, the Puerto Rico Rainforest dataset, we used 3 354.35 hours to accomplish domain hit identification (MetaCLADE step 1). On 64 cores, this step takes approximately 52 hours. This step is the most time consuming and it is dependent of the time complexity of the search tools HMMer and PSI-BLAST. Domain filtering (MetaCLADE step 2) is faster. The first filter took 183.24 hours, while the second took 48.76 hours. The third and final step in domain selection cannot run in parallel but took only 19.66 minutes. On 64 cores, domain selection (the entire step 2) can be realised in approximately 3.94 hours.
The pre-computed step (the Naive Bayes training step) was realised in a total of 67 637 135 hours, considering a single core. In reality, each probabilistic model analysis was run in parallel on several cores. It is important to notice that this step was executed once, for all datasets analysed in this article. Note that the training spaces constructed in this step can be improved by the addition of new negative sequences to existing ones. Figure S2: Distribution of potential negative sequences, generated with Markov models of order 3. Distribution of all potential negative sequences, all domain models confounded, generated with Markov models of order 3. They make a total of 39 241 830 000 sequences. Note that the identification of these sequences was possible after the generation of about 16 million sequences by Markov models, for each one of the 14 831 domains in Pfam.
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Figure S3: Positive and negative sequences distributions for CCMs and SCMs (pHMMs), all domains confounded. Distribution of positive and negative sequences in the training sets associated to CCMs (A) and SCMs (pHMM; B), all domain confounded. For CCMs, there are about 7 millions generated positive sequences and 6 millions negative ones. For SCMs (pHMM), there are about 13 millions generated positive sequences and about 7 millions negative ones.
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Figure S4: Distribution of negative sequences generated or not by Markov models. The impact of the construction of Markov models is illustrated by the distribution of negative sequences in the training sets of CCMs (bottom) and SCMs (pHMMs; top) constructed by either reshuffling of 2-mers or inversion only (A) compared to the generation of negative sequences constructed with the three methodological approaches, i.e. reshuffling, inversion and Markov models (B) . Note that about 50% of the domains are characterised by training sets containing at least the 50% of negative sequences.
GA score -mean(top 5 bit-scores of negative sequences) GA score -mean(top 5 bit-scores of negative sequences) Figure S5 : GA vs negative bit-scores distribution. For each Pfam domain and its associated SCM (pHMM), we computed the difference between the GA threshold associated to the SCM (pHMM) and the mean of the 5 best negative sequences bit-scores identified by the SCM (pHMM). The distribution of the differences shows a small standard deviation.
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Figure S7: Venn diagram of reads annotations for the metagenomic dataset of the Arctic Winter marine ecosystem. A. Five domain annotation systems have been run on the Arctic Winter marine ecosystem metagenomic dataset: Pfam (yellow), Gene3D (blue), TIGRFAM (purple), PRINTS&ProSite (orange), and MetaCLADE (green). The number of reads annotated by one or several systems is reported. B. Distribution of species originating CCMs used to annotate the dataset. C. Distributions of E-values associated to the sets of domains identified in an exclusive manner by each tool. For instance, for MetaCLADE, we considered 20 531 domains. E-values are plot on the x-axis using a − log 10 scale. D. Distributions of E-values associated to all domains identified by MetaCLADE. As in C, E-values are plot on the x-axis using a − log 10 scale.
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A. A. Five domain annotation systems have been run on the human gut metagenome dataset: Pfam (yellow), Gene3D (blue), TIGRFAM (purple), PRINTS&ProSite (orange), and MetaCLADE (green). The number of reads annotated by one or several systems is reported. B. Distribution of species originating CCMs used to annotate the dataset. C. Distributions of E-values associated to the sets of domains identified in an exclusive manner by each tool. For instance, for MetaCLADE, we considered 4 477 domains. E-values are plot on the x-axis using a − log 10 scale. D. Distributions of E-values associated to all domains identified by MetaCLADE. As in C, E-values are plot on the x-axis using a − log 10 scale.
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Figure S10: Venn diagram of reads annotations for the human gut metatranscriptomic dataset. A. Five domain annotation systems have been run on the human gut metatranscriptomic dataset: Pfam (yellow), Gene3D (blue), TIGRFAM (purple), PRINTS&ProSite (orange), and MetaCLADE (green). The number of reads annotated by one or several systems is reported. B. Distribution of species originating CCMs used to annotate the dataset. C. Distributions of E-values associated to the sets of domains identified in an exclusive manner by each tool. For instance, for MetaCLADE, we considered 3 983 domains. E-values are plot on the x-axis using a − log 10 scale. D. Distributions of E-values associated to all domains identified by MetaCLADE. As in C, E-values are plot on the x-axis using a − log 10 scale. Figure S11 : Distribution of E-values for the O'Connor lake metagenomic dataset. Distribution of E-values associated to all domains identified by MetaCLADE. E-values are plot on the x-axis using a − log 10 scale. Note that this distribution cannot be immediately compared to Figures S7D-S10D and Figure 5D because it corresponds only to domain identifications that were not identified before. The detection of these hits constitutes a challenge.
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Figure S12: x-axis using a − log 10 scale. D. Distribution of probabilities associated to those exclusive UProC domain annotations that have been detected by MetaCLADE but discarded because of the probability threshold 0.9. E Venn diagram as in A of Figure S9 , but where
MetaClade is replaced by MetaClade+UProC. F As in C, but where MetaClade is replaced by MetaClade+UProC.
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Figure S15 in an exclusive manner by each tool. For instance, for MetaCLADE, we considered 22 059 domains (see A). E-values are plotted on the x-axis using a − log 10 scale. D. Distribution of probabilities associated to those exclusive UProC domain annotations that have been detected by MetaCLADE but discarded because of the probability threshold 0.9. E Venn diagram as in A of Figure S10 , but where
MetaClade is replaced by MetaClade+UProC. F As in C, but where MetaClade is replaced by MetaClade+UProC. Figure S16: Length distribution of domains identified in an exclusive manner by UProC and MetaCLADE. The five MG/MT datasets in Table 1 are analysed with UProC and MetaCLADE. In each plot, the number of annotations provided by MetaCLADE/UProC in an exclusive manner is reported with respect to domain length. The number of distinct domains identified by the annotations of a method on a specific dataset is reported in the legend of the plot. From the distributions, one can observe that MetaCLADE seems to prefer shorter domains compared to UProC. annotation as ground truth and an equivalence of domain annotation for domain pairs belonging to the same clan. For each curve, the last point on the right corresponds to the value indicated in Table 3 of the article. Also, for each curve, the associated AUC is reported in parenthesis on the inset legend. Bottom: zooms of the curves displayed on the top on low Recall values. Table 3 of the article. Also, for each curve, the associated AUC is reported in parenthesis on the inset legend. The ranking score is computed based on the significance of the bit-score (value between 0 and 1), for CCMs (left) and SCMs (right). Values on the table are the ones giving best results on the dataset simulated from 56 fully sequences genomes. Note that the total length of the fragments in a dataset corresponds to 1.5 * #CDS * CDS average length. Table S12 : Pathway-family association of the simulated marine MG dataset used to compare MetaCLADE and HMM-GRASPx.
Pathway
Pfam domain family KO00010 PF00037 PF00044 PF00113 PF00121 PF00162 PF00294 PF00300 PF00370 PF00480 PF00501 PF00722 PF01112 PF01380 PF01408 PF01558 PF01676 PF01855 PF01950 PF02685 PF02775 PF02780 PF02800 PF03952 PF06013 PF07476 PF08543 PF09347 PF09741 PF10143 PF10432 PF12797 PF12798 PF12800 PF12837 PF12838 PF13183 PF13187 PF13193 PF13237 PF13292 PF13370 PF13378 PF13484 PF13534 PF13580 PF13746 PF14697 KO00020 PF00037 PF00056 PF00096 PF00118 PF00166 PF00180 PF00364 PF00529 PF00675 PF00682 PF00708 PF00814 PF01155 PF01210 PF01300 PF01363 PF01558 PF01597 PF01702 PF01855 PF02056 PF02254 PF02436 PF02492 PF02543 PF02737 PF02775 PF02780 PF02866 PF03446 PF03721 PF03807 PF04481 PF05193 PF05681 PF05683 PF05896 PF07503 PF07649 PF09723 PF09891 PF10571 PF11104 PF12700 PF12797 PF12798 PF12800 PF12837 PF12838 PF13183 PF13187 PF13237 PF13292 PF13370 PF13375 PF13437 PF13484 PF13533 PF13534 PF13717 PF13719 PF13738 PF13746 PF13805 PF13894 PF13912 PF14311 PF14446 PF14697 PF01884 PF01950 PF01978 PF02082 PF02367 PF02463 PF02502 PF02511 PF02562 PF03169 PF03193 PF03205 PF03437  PF03564 PF03596 PF03631 PF03729 PF03739 PF03741 PF03965 PF05116 PF05729 PF06013 PF06193 PF06414 PF06738  PF07728 PF07907 PF08240 PF08282 PF08352 PF08477 PF08543 PF09488 PF09678 PF09906 PF10156 PF10432 PF10518  PF10662 PF11139 PF11143 PF12710 PF12793 PF12797 PF12800 PF12802 PF12804 PF12837 PF12838 PF12840 PF12846  PF13183 PF13187 PF13191 PF13207 PF13237 PF13238 PF13245 PF13304 PF13344 PF13346 PF13401 PF13412 PF13463  PF13476 PF13481 PF13484 PF13486 PF13520 PF13534 PF13545 PF13555 PF13601 PF13604 PF13614 PF13671 PF13886  PF13936 PF14150 PF14272 PF14602 PF14667 PF14691 PF14697   KO00620  PF00037 PF00056 PF00096 PF00118 PF00166 PF00364 PF00391 PF00501 PF00529 PF00675 PF00682 PF00708 PF00814  PF01155 PF01210 PF01300 PF01326 PF01363 PF01558 PF01597 PF01702 PF01855 PF02056 PF02254 PF02436 PF02492  PF02543 PF02737 PF02775 PF02780 PF02866 PF02896 PF03446 PF03721 PF03807 PF04055 PF04481 PF05193 PF05681  PF05683 PF05896 PF06451 PF07503 PF07649 PF08502 PF08726 PF09723 PF09741 PF09891 PF10571 PF11104 PF12700  PF12797 PF12798 PF12800 PF12837 PF12838 PF13183 PF13187 PF13193 PF13237 PF13292 PF13370 PF13375 PF13437  PF13484 PF13533 PF13534 PF13714 PF13717 PF13719 PF13738 PF13746 PF13805 PF13894 PF13912 PF14174 PF14311  PF14446 PF14697   KO00680  PF00005 PF00037 PF00056 PF00113 PF00155 PF00265 PF00266 PF00270 PF00294 PF00300 PF00384 PF00389 PF00391  PF00437 PF00448 PF00464 PF00501 PF00749 PF00910 PF00931 PF01041 PF01053 PF01210 PF01212 PF01326 PF01388  PF01478 PF01558 PF01568 PF01580 PF01637 PF01676 PF01750 PF01842 PF01855 PF01926 PF01935 PF01950 PF02056  PF02254 PF02463 PF02492 PF02562 PF02737 PF02742 PF02775 PF02780 PF02826 PF02866 PF02896 PF03029 PF03205  PF03266 PF03308 PF03446 PF03461 PF03599 PF03721 PF03807 PF03952 PF04055 PF04060 PF04879 PF04917 PF05116  PF05729 PF06271 PF06414 PF06451 PF06750 PF07476 PF07963 PF07991 PF08282 PF08433 PF08543 PF09488 PF09741  PF10143 PF10236 PF10412 PF10443 PF10518 PF11602 PF12675 PF12710 PF12797 PF12798 PF12800 PF12837 PF12838  PF12846 PF13086 PF13173 PF13183 PF13187 PF13191 PF13193 PF13207 PF13237 PF13238 PF13245 PF13247 PF13292  PF13344 PF13353 PF13370 PF13378 PF13394 PF13401 PF13459 PF13476 PF13481 PF13484 PF13534 PF13544 PF13555  PF13604 PF13633 PF13671 PF13738 PF13746 PF14691 PF14697 KO00910 PF00070 PF00120 PF00148 PF00163 PF00208 PF00411 PF00416 PF00444 PF00557 PF00572 PF00575 PF00717 PF00890 PF01000 PF01134 PF01176 PF01193 PF01196 PF01262 PF01266 PF01416 PF01479 PF01488 PF01494 PF01593 PF01946 PF02558 PF02826 PF03118 PF03486 PF03721 PF03807 PF03951 PF05833 PF07992 PF09954 PF10662 PF12396 PF12831 PF13187 PF13241 PF13275 PF13434 PF13450 PF13454 PF13738 PF14444 PF14520 PF14691 KO00920 PF00107 PF00132 PF00156 PF00291 PF06426 PF13561 PF14602 Table S13 : Comparison of HMM-GRASPx and MetaCLADE against a simulated 200-bp marine data set with uneven coverage. MetaCLADE/HMM-GRASPx-Assembly is the annotation obtained by applying MetaCLADE on the assembled contigs of HMM-GRASPx and transferring it to the reads that map against annotated contigs. In the "strict" domain annotation table, only hits having the same pfam domain with respect to the ground-truth are counted as true positives. In the "clan-based" annotation, however, domain hits that belong to the same clan with respect to the ground-truth are also counted as true positives. The assembly of the KO00680 dataset would have required more than 128GB of RAM and we were not able to finish its construction.
"Strict" domain annotation 
